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	Gather an audience from around the globe with webinars


	Webinars For Dummies takes the guesswork and uncertaintyout of webinar creation. Written by John Carucci under the guidanceof webinar technology company ON24, the book provides a roadmap forcreating a webinar that effectively communicates to the audiencewithout boring them to sleep. Webinars For Dummies gives youthe insider's perspective on techniques that have been proveneffective time and again.


	Webinars are becoming increasingly common as a way forbusinesses to connect with customers and partners without distancebeing a factor. Whether they take the form of a live presentation,a PowerPoint slideshow, or a combination of both, the beauty of thewebinar is that it can be archived and viewed again after theinitial set presentation. But this feature also adds a burden tothe webinar creator, as the presentation must be understood outsideof the live context. Creating what is essentially an archivalpresentation means considering a host of factors surrounding bothcontent and organization. Webinars For Dummies includes allthe information your business needs to start creating customwebcasts, including:

	
		A webinar overview, and how to determine your need, budget, andavailable tools
	
		Topic selection, script creation, graphic production, andmarketing
	
		Creation advice, including live troubleshooting and how tohandle viewer questions
	
		Archiving tips, and how to integrate webinars into a marketingplan



	You'll also find special tips for effective production andmarketing, tips for readying yourself for the webinar, and casestudies that illustrate successful webinar techniques. Modernbusiness is rarely localized, and webinars are an effective way tocommunicate live, on a global scale. Webinars For Dummieshelps you ensure your business doesn't get left behind.
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Cadmium Toxicity: New Aspects in Human Disease, Rice Contamination, and Cytotoxicity (Current Topics in Environmental Health and Preventive Medicine)Springer, 2019

	
		This volume focuses on cadmium (Cd) exposure, its effects on human health, the mechanism of Cd accumulation and the development of mitigation technologies. Further, it discusses clinical, epidemiological, agricultural, toxicological, and biochemical aspects of Cd pollution and presents recent biochemical studies on molecular...
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Sams Teach Yourself C# Web Programming in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2001
Learn how to how to use C# for Internet programming with the hands-on techniques and clear explanations. This book discusses some C# features that allow rapid development of solutions such as garbage collection, simplified type declarations, and scalability support. The book explains key concepts in a simple and practical manner. Web Forms and Web...
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PThreads Programming: A POSIX Standard for Better Multiprocessing (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1996

	
		Computers are just as busy as the rest of us nowadays. They have lots of tasks to do at once, and need some cleverness to get them all done at the same time.That's why threads are seen more and more often as a new model for programming. Threads have been available for some time. The Mach operating system, the Distributed Computer...
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Introduction to Thermo-Fluids Systems DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A fully comprehensive guide to thermal systems design covering fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, heat transfer and thermodynamic power cycles


	Bridging the gap between the fundamental concepts of fluid mechanics, heat transfer and thermodynamics, and the practical design of thermo-fluids components and systems, this...
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Speech Processing for IP Networks: Media Resource Control Protocol (MRCP)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Media Resource Control Protocol (MRCP) is a new IETF protocol, providing a key enabling technology that eases the integration of speech technologies into network equipment and accelerates their adoption resulting in exciting and compelling interactive services to be delivered over the telephone. MRCP leverages IP telephony and Web technologies...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2000Sybex, 1999
Mastering AutoCAD 2000 is an ideal companion for any engineer who uses the popular CAD program from Autodesk. Its 1,600-plus pages are filled with screen shots, illustrations, notes, and tips that will help new users master the learning curve of AutoCAD. It will also open up the new features of the latest AutoCAD release to users of...
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